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Abstract Automatic introduction of OpenMP for sequential applications has
attracted significant attention recently because of the proliferation of multicore pro-
cessors and the simplicity of using OpenMP to express parallelism for shared-memory
systems. However, most previous research has only focused on C and Fortran applica-
tions operating on primitive data types. Modern applications using high-level abstrac-
tions, such as C++ STL containers and complex user-defined class types, are largely
ignored due to the lack of research compilers that are readily able to recognize high-
level object-oriented abstractions and leverage their associated semantics. In this paper,
we use a source-to-source compiler infrastructure, ROSE, to explore compiler tech-
niques to recognize high-level abstractions and to exploit their semantics for automatic
parallelization. Several representative parallelization candidate kernels are used to
study semantic-aware parallelization strategies for high-level abstractions, combined
with extended compiler analyses. Preliminary results have shown that semantics of
abstractions can help extend the applicability of automatic parallelization to modern
applications and expose more opportunities to take advantage of multicore processors.
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1 Introduction
Today’s multicore processors have been forcing application developers to parallelize
legacy sequential codes and/or write new parallel applications if they want to take
advantage of shared-memory parallelism supported by hardware. However, parallel
programming is never an easy task for users, given the stunning work to deal with
extra issues in parallel computing, such as dependencies, synchronization, load bal-
ancing, and race conditions. Therefore, parallelizing compilers and tools are playing
increasingly important roles in allowing the full utilization of new computer systems
and enhancing the productivity of users.
OpenMP [21] is a simple and portable parallel programming model that
extends existing programming languages like C/C++ and Fortran 77/90 to include
additional parallel semantics. The extensions OpenMP provides contain compiler
directives, user level runtime routines and environment variables. Programmers can
use OpenMP to express parallelization opportunities and strategies for applications.
Moreover, the simple API provided by OpenMP has attracted parallelizing com-
pilers and tools [5,13] to use OpenMP as a target for interactive or automatic
parallelization.
Although numerous parallelizing compilers [6,33] and tools [20,35] have been
presented during the past decades, most of them focus only on C and/or Fortran appli-
cations operating on primitive data types. On the other hand, modern object-oriented
languages, especially C++, are widely used to develop scientific computing applica-
tions today. Those applications are often written with various standard and/or user-
defined high-level abstractions, such as those in the C++ Standard Template Library
(STL), now part of the C++ standard. High-level abstractions expose user-friendly
interfaces and hide low-level details, therefore the use of abstractions can substan-
tially enhance code reuse and accelerate programming productivity. While high-level
abstractions successfully hide their implementation details and are useful to users
for this purpose, they significantly impede static code analyses applied to their com-
plex implementations. Typically, significant information about the abstractions is lost
during the compiler’s lowering to a simple intermediate representation (IR). Thus,
compilers are often forced to make conservative assumptions for applications using
such abstractions and are not able to apply many optimizations, including automatic
parallelization.
In this paper, we use a source-to-source compiler infrastructure, ROSE [26],
to explore compiler techniques to recognize high-level abstractions and to exploit
their semantics for automatic parallelization. Our goal is to automate the process of
migrating existing sequential C++ applications to multicore machines and to assist in
developing new parallel applications. Specifically, our work addresses the concerns
of parallelism for three target audiences: 1) users with legacy code (C/C++) using
standard abstractions (STL, etc.), 2) users and library writers with domain-specific
abstractions (user-defined array classes, etc.) that have semantic properties that match
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those of the abstractions we make available, 3) library developers who are developing
domain-specific abstractions for users and leveraging the semantics using their own
semantic specifications (ones that we do not define).
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The ROSE compiler
infrastructure is introduced in the next section. Section 3 discusses high-level abstrac-
tions and explores parallelization strategies for several representative kernels. Sec-
tion 4 then presents the details of a semantic-aware parallelizer built using ROSE.
Preliminary results of our work are given in Section 5. Section 6 discusses related
work. Finally, Section 7 presents our conclusions and the future directions of this
work.
2 The ROSE Compiler Infrastructure
ROSE [22,24,30] is an open source compiler infrastructure to build source-to-source
program transformation and analysis tools for large-scale C/C++, Fortran, OpenMP
and UPC applications. Given its fully type-resolved abstract syntax tree (AST), ROSE
faithfully preserves the representation of high-level abstractions at the source level, no
required information to recognize such abstractions is lost and the associated seman-
tics can be reliably inferred. Using a source-to-source approach, ROSE complements
existing vendor compilers by providing a fundamentally extensible way to simplify the
optimization of standard and user-defined abstractions, thus helping achieving high
performance without losing high productivity.
Figure 1 illustrates a typical source-to-source translator built using ROSE. The
Edison Design Group (EDG) front-end [10] is used to parse C (also UPC extensions)
and C++ applications. EDG source files and its IR are protected under commercial or
research licenses, but may be distributed freely in binary form. Language support for
Fortran 2003 (and earlier versions) is based on the open source Open Fortran Parser
(OFP) [28] developed at Los Alamos National Laboratory. Leveraging both EDG and
OFP, ROSE creates a common object-oriented, open-source IR for C/C++ and Fortran.
Fig. 1 A source-to-source translator built using ROSE
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The ROSE IR includes an abstract syntax tree (AST), symbol tables, a control flow
graph, etc. and is based loosely on the Sage++ IR design [7]. Also, a set of distributed
symbol tables is associated with the AST to store symbols’ information within each
scope. Generic and custom program analysis and transformation can be built on top
of the ROSE IR. The ROSE unparser generates source code in the original source
language from the transformed AST, with all original comments and C preprocessor
control structures preserved. Finally, a vendor compiler is optionally called to con-
tinue the compilation of the generated (transformed) source code, generating a final
executable.
The ROSE AST, together with its corresponding symbol tables, fully supports
type resolution, semantic analysis, and overloaded function resolution. All informa-
tion in the application source code is preserved in the AST, including C preproces-
sor control structure, source comments, source position information, token stream
(including whitespace), and C++ template information. The ROSE AST also has a
rich set of interfaces for building source code analyzers and source-to-source trans-
lators. These interfaces support efficient AST traversals, AST node queries, AST
construction, copying, insertion, removal, and symbol table lookups. Moreover, per-
sistent attributes are introduced in the AST to easily store and evaluate arbitrary user-
defined information, including AST annotations. These attributes are persistent in
that they are preserved when the AST is written out to (and read in from) a binary
file.
A number of program analyses and transformations have been developed for ROSE.
They are designed to be utilized by users via calling simple function interfaces. The
program analyses available include call graph analysis, control flow analysis, data
flow analysis (def-use chain, reaching definition, live variables, alias analysis etc.),
class hierarchy analysis and dependence analysis. Representative program translations
developed with ROSE are partial redundancy elimination, constant folding, inlining,
outlining [19] (separating out a portion of code as a function), and loop transforma-
tions [34] (a loop optimizer supporting aggressive loop optimizations such as fusion,
fission, interchange, unrolling and blocking).
ROSE is released under a BSD-style license and is portable to Linux and Mac OS
X on IA-32 and x86-64 platforms. Porting ROSE to Microsoft Windows platforms is
currently a work in progress.
3 High-Level Abstractions and Parallelization
General purpose languages typically permit the construction of abstractions; repre-
sented by functions, data structures, etc. These permit representations of typically
user-defined concepts. Modern object-oriented languages, such as C++, support more
complex abstractions including classes, member functions, etc. High-level abstrac-
tions are designed to hide their complex implementation details and only conveniently
expose simple user-friendly interfaces. Programmers today are encouraged to use high-
level abstractions in order to reduce software complexity and improve programming
productivity.
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However, there is a common perception that using high-level abstractions often
leads to inferior performance. The reason is that the exact information hiding mech-
anism of abstractions significantly impedes conventional compiler optimizations,
including automatic parallelization, which rely on accurate static code analyses of
low-level implementations.
On the other hand, abstractions are naturally associated with all kinds of standard or
user-defined meanings, also called semantics. For instance, an std::set container means
the stored objects are unique and sorted; the member function list ::size () has read-only
semantics. Obviously, knowledge of the semantics of the abstractions can be a short-
cut for program analysis based on the implementation of an abstraction. In the case of
complex abstractions with semantics hidden behind the use of pointers and function
calls, leveraging known or published semantics of the abstractions can often be more
productive. As an example, the knowledge that elements in an std::list are distinct is
critical to numerous optimization opportunities, but it might be impossible to obtain
from an analysis of a specific STL implementation because of the complexity of its
internal pointer handling.
By recognizing high-level abstractions and exploiting their well-defined seman-
tics, compilers can significantly enhance the applicability and accuracy of existing
analyses and optimizations. Such work also serves to encourage libraries to define
abstractions with well-defined semantics. For instance, traditional parallelization algo-
rithms designed for primitive data types can be extended to handle applications using
high-level abstractions if the applications demonstrate similar semantic properties and
satisfy the semantic constraints of the algorithms. The semantics of abstractions often
directly indicate the side effects of function calls and such knowledge can significantly
benefit parallelization which is often disabled because of the inability to accurately
summarize read and write accesses hidden behind call sites.
In the following subsections, we examine several typical candidates and explore
parallelization strategies for applications using high-level abstractions.
3.1 An Array-Based Computation Loop
Loops operating on fixed-sized arrays are probably the most popular and representa-
tive examples for automatic parallelization using OpenMP. Typically, an array-based
computation loop parallelizable by using omp parallel for has the following properties:
1. The loop has a canonical form (for (initialization; test; increment) block) which satisfies
certain requirements, as defined by the OpenMP specification.
2. The loop operates on arrays using contiguous memory locations for a set of ele-
ments of the same type (also size).
3. The elements of arrays do not overlap in memory or alias each other.
4. Random element accesses with a constant cost can be achieved by calculating
offsets from an array base using subscripts.
5. The operations on the arrays do not rearrange the memory layout of elements and
invalidate their accesses using subscripts across different iterations.
6. There are no loop-carried data dependencies for array element accesses.
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Fig. 2 A loop operating on an STL vector
Conventional parallelization algorithms rely on a set of transformations and anal-
yses in order to judge the safety of parallelization.1 For example, loop normalization
is conducted to produce a canonical form, if possible. Alias analysis is used to tell if
there are aliased elements. A set of data dependence tests based on array subscripts
are used to determine if different loop iterations are independent. The conventional
automatic parallelization algorithms can be extended to handle high-level, array-like
abstractions by leveraging their semantics and applying the conventional analyses
and transformations extended to handle such abstractions. We take the following STL
vector computation loop (shown in Fig. 2) as an example to explore a viable par-
allelization method of abstractions. The method is generic so that it can be applied
to other high-level abstractions with similar semantics, including the STL deque or
user-defined array-like types.
The STL vector type has many semantics (e.g., iterator invalidation rules) which
can be taken advantage of by automatic parallelization. As a sequential container
with contiguous storage for its elements, it supports random element access via
both iterators and member functions (operator[] and at ()). Although a vector can be
reallocated or resized during its lifetime, it is quite common to have computation
phases in which the vector participates in computations as if it was a fixed-sized
primitive array. Within these phases, the arguments of random element access func-
tions can be directly treated as array subscripts and passed to relevant paralleliza-
tion analysis, especially array dependence analysis. The elements of the vector have
to be verified to be alias-free and non-overlapping, either by compiler analyses or
user annotations. Even for a loop using random access iterators, an extended loop
normalization phase can convert the loop into a canonical form that is friendly to par-
allelization. For example, for(vector<T>::iterator i = v.begin (); i != v.end (); i++) can be trans-
formed to size_t n = v.size (); for (size_t i = 0; i < n; i++). Dereferences of the iterator within
the loop body can be replaced with equivalent element access function calls. In this
case, all variable accesses like (∗i) and i[n] are replaced with v[i](or v.at(i)) and v[i + n]
(or v.at(i + n)), respectively, according to the semantics defined in the language stan-
dard.
In summary, based on a type-preserving IR and the knowledge about semantics
associated with high-level abstractions, conventional parallelizing algorithms can be
extended to conduct necessary analyses and transformations for eligible loops oper-
ating on any high-level abstractions demonstrating array-like semantics.
1 We ignore the profitability analysis here as it can be treated as a relatively independent analysis and is
out of the scope of this paper.
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3.2 A Loop with Task-Level Parallelism
OpenMP 3.0 allows programmers to explicitly create tasks, which enable more par-
allelization opportunities, especially for algorithms applying independent tasks on
non-random accessible data sets, or those using pointer chasing, recursion and so on.
It is worthwhile to study how the semantics of high-level abstractions can facilitate
parallelization targeting task level parallelism.
An example using the STL list is shown in Fig. 3 as a typical candidate for parall-
elization using an omp task directive combined with an omp single within an omp parallel
region:
In order to parallelize the loop, a parallelization algorithm has to recognize the
following program properties (a conservative case of parallelizable loops):
1. Whether the container supports random access, thus enabling the use of omp for;
omp task is allowed in either case.
2. The elements in the container do not alias or overlap.
3. At most one element accessed via the loop index variable, we refer it as the cur-
rent element, is written within each iteration (no loop-carried output dependence
among the elements).
4. The loop body does not read elements other than the current element if there is at
least one write access to the current element (no loop-carried true dependence or
antidependence among the elements).
5. There are no other loop-carried dependencies caused by variable references other
than accessing the elements in the container.
A parallelization algorithm can significantly benefit from the known semantics
of standard and user-defined high-level abstractions when dealing with applications
using abstractions. It is essential that individual iterations of the loop be independent;
substantial analysis is required to verify this. For instance, STL lists do not support
random access. Knowing the usage of iterators will help to identify the loop index
variable which does not have an integer type and is critical to recognize the reference
to the current element by iterator dereferencing. Element accesses using other than
dereferencing the index iterator, such as front () and back (), can be conservatively treated
as accesses to non-current elements. Many standard and custom functions have well-
defined side effects on both function parameters and/or global variables. Therefore
compilers can skip costly side effect analysis for those functions, such as size () and
empty () for STL containers. Domain-specific knowledge can even be used to ensure
the uniqueness of elements within a container to be processed as an alternative to
conventional alias and pointer analysis. For example, a list of C function definitions
returned by a ROSE AST query function has unique and non-overlapping elements.
Fig. 3 A loop operating on list elements
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3.3 A Domain-Specific Tree Traversal
We further discuss a specific example from a static analysis tool, namely Compass
[27], which is a ROSE-based framework for writing static code analysis tools to detect
software defects or bugs. Compass provides common functionalities needed for most
static code analysis, including preparing necessary compiler analyses and AST tra-
versal. In most cases, developers are only required to provide a visitor function that
checks for defects or bugs based on an AST traversal and associated analysis results.
A typical Compass checker’s kernel is given in Fig. 4. It is a visitor function to
detect any error-prone usage of relational comparison, including <, >, ≤, and ≥, on
pointers (MISRA Rule 5-0-18 [32]). A recursive tree traversal function walks an input
code’s AST and invokes the visitor function on each node. Once a potential defect is
found, the AST node is stored in a list (output) for later display. One important seman-
tic constraint for Compass checkers is that they should not have side effects on the
input code’s AST. Most functions (information retrieval functions like get_∗ () and type
casting functions like isSg∗ ()) used in the function body have read-only semantics.
Even with ideal side effect analysis and alias analysis, a conventional parallelization
algorithm will still have trouble in recognizing the kernel as an independent task. The
reason is that the write access (line 13) to the shared list will cause an output depen-
dence among different threads, which prevents possible parallelization. However, the
kernel’s semantics imply that the order of the write accesses does not matter, which
makes this write access suitable to be protected using omp critical. Since there is no
easy way to detect such semantics by existing compiler analyses, directly communi-
cating such semantics to compilers is essential to eliminate the output dependence after
adding the synchronization construct and finally make the function body thread-safe.
Another piece of semantic knowledge will enable an even more dramatic optimi-
zation. The AST traversal used by Compass checkers does not care about the order of
nodes being visited. So it is semantically equal to a loop over the same AST nodes. The
AST nodes are stored in memory pools, as in most other compilers [8]. The memory
pools in ROSE are implemented as arrays of each type of IR node stored consecutively.
Fig. 4 A Compass checker’s kernel
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Converting a recursive tree traversal into a loop over the memory pools is often bene-
ficial due to better cache locality and less function call overhead. The loop is also more
friendly to most analyses and optimizations than the original recursive function call,
and importantly to this paper, can be automatically parallelized. In a more aggressive
optimization, the types of IR nodes analyzed by the checker can be identified and only
the relevant memory pools will be searched.
4 A Semantic-Aware Parallelizer
We have been working on a parallelizer using ROSE to automatically parallelize tar-
get loops and functions by introducing either omp for or omp task, and other required
OpenMP directives and clauses. It is designed to handle both conventional loops oper-
ating on primitive arrays and modern applications using high-level abstractions. The
parallelizer (shown in Fig. 5) uses the following algorithm:
1. Preparation and Preprocessing
(a) Read a specification file for known abstractions and semantics.
(b) Apply optional custom transformations based on input code semantics, such
as converting tree traversals to loop iterations on memory pools.
(c) Normalize loops, including those using iterators.
(d) Find candidate array computation loops with canonical forms (for omp for)
or loops and functions operating on individual elements (for omp task).
2. For each candidate:
(a) Skip the target if there are function calls without known semantics or side
effects.
(b) Call liveness analysis and dependence analysis.
Fig. 5 A semantic-aware parallelizer built using ROSE
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(c) Classify OpenMP variables (autoscoping), recognize references to the current
element, and find order-independent write accesses.
(d) Eliminate dependencies associated with autoscoped variables, those involving
only current elements, and output dependencies caused by order-independent
write accesses.
(e) Insert the corresponding OpenMP constructs if no dependencies remain.
The key idea of the algorithm is to capture dependencies within a target and elimi-
nate them later on as much as possible based on various special conditions (explained
in the step (d) of the algorithm). Parallelization is safe if there are no remaining depen-
dencies. Semantics of abstractions are used in almost each step to facilitate the trans-
formations and analyses, including recognizing function calls as variable references,
identifying the current element being accessed, and ensuring if there are constraints
on the ordering of write accesses to shared variables.
The custom transformation for optimizing the Compass checkers is straightfor-
ward to implement in ROSE since the Compass checkers are derived from an AST
traversal class to implement its capability of AST traversal. ROSE already provides
AST traversal classes using either recursive tree traversal or loops over memory pools.
Changing the checkers’ superclass will effectively change the traversal method. Sim-
ilar to other work [5], our variable classification is largely based on the classic live
variable analysis and idiom recognition analysis to identify variables that could be
classified as private, firstprivate, lastprivate, and reduction.
We give more details of the parallelizer and its handling of high-level abstractions
in the following subsections.
4.1 Recognizing High-Level Abstractions and Semantics
ROSE uses a high-level AST which permits the high fidelity representation of both
standard and user-defined abstractions in their original source code forms without loss
of precision. As a result, program analyses have access to the details of high-level
abstraction usage typically lost in a lower level IR. The context of those abstractions
can be combined with their known semantics to provide fundamentally more infor-
mation than could be known from static analysis alone.
Although semantics of standard types and operations can be directly integrated into
ROSE to facilitate parallelization, a versatile interface is still favorable to accommo-
date semantics of user-defined types and functions. As a prototype implementation, we
extend the annotation syntax proposed by [34] to manually prepare the specification
file representing the knowledge of known types and semantics. A future version of the
file may be expressed in C++ syntax to facilitate handling.
The original annotation syntax was designed to allow conventional serial loop
optimizations to be applied on user-defined array classes. As a result, it only con-
tains annotation formats for array classes to indicate if the classes are arrays (array)
and their corresponding member access functions for array size (length ()) and ele-
ments(element ()). It also allows users to explicitly indicate read (read), written (modify),
and aliased (alias) variables for class operations or functions to complement compiler
analysis. We have extended the syntax to accept C++ templates in addition to classes.
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Fig. 6 A semantics specification file
In particular, is_fixed_sized_array is used instead of array to make it clear that a class or
template has a set of operations which conform to the semantics of a fixed size array,
not just any array. Although standard or user-defined high level array abstractions
may support some size changing operations such as resize (), those non-conforming
operations are not included in the specification file and will be treated as unknown
function calls. The semantic-aware parallelizer will safely skip loops containing such
function calls as shown in our algorithm. New semantic keywords have also been
introduced to express knowledge critical to parallelization, such as overlap, unique, and
order_independent.
An example specification file is given in Fig. 6. It contains a list of qualified names
for classes or instantiated class templates with array-like semantics, and their member
functions for element access, size query, and other operations preserving the relevant
semantics. We also specify side effects of known functions, uniqueness of returned
data sets, order-independent write accesses, and so on.
4.2 Dependence Analysis
We generate dependence relations for both eligible loop bodies and function bod-
ies to explore the parallelization opportunities. We compute all dependence relations
between every two statements s1 and s2, including the case when s1 is equal to s2,
within the target loop body or function body. Each dependence relation is marked as
local or thread-carried (either loop-carried and task-carried).
The foundation of the analysis is the variable reference collection phase, in which
all variable references from both statements are collected and categorized into read
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and write variable sets. In addition to traditional scalar and array references, each
member function call returning a C++ reference type is checked against the known
high-level abstractions and semantics to see if it is semantically equivalent to a sub-
scripted element access of an array-like object. ROSE’s high level AST makes this
work easy. For example, a reference to an STL vector element (v1[i]) in ROSE’s
AST is represented as a node of a function call expression (SgFunctionCallExp) with
two children: a dot expression (SgDotExp) and an expression list of function parame-
ter expressions (SgExprsListExp). The dot expression in turn has two children: a vari-
able reference expression (SgVarRefExp) and a member function reference expression
(SgMemberFunctionRefExp). An internal function, is_array (), is used to resolve the type of
the object (SgVarRefExp of the dot expression) implementing the member function call
and compare it to the list of known array types as given in the specification file. If
the resolved type turns out to be an instantiated template type, its original template
declaration is used for the type comparison instead. Consequently, is_element_access ()
is applied to the function call to check for a member function reference expression
(SgMemberFunctionRefExp) which is equal to an array element access and obtain its sub-
scripts from the function’s parameter list (SgExprsListExp). Read and write variable sets
of other known functions are also recognized and the affected variables are collected.
After that, a dependence relation is generated for each pair of references, r1 from
s1’s referenced variable set and r2 from s2’s, if at least one of the references is a write
access and both of them refer to the same memory location based on their qualified
variable names or the alias information in the specification file. For array accesses
within canonical loops, a Gaussian elimination algorithm is used to solve a set of lin-
ear integer equations of loop induction variables. The details of the array dependence
analysis can be found in [2].
5 Preliminary Results
As this work is an ongoing project (the current implementation is released with the
ROSE distribution downloadable from our website [26]), we present some preliminary
results in this section.
Several sequential kernels in C and C++ were chosen to test our automatic par-
allelization algorithm on both primitive types and high-level abstractions. As shown
in Table 1, they include a C version Jacobi iteration converted from [29] operating
on a 500 × 500 double precision array, a C++ vector 2-norm distance calculation
(
√∑n
i=1 (xi − yi )2) on 120 million elements, a web server simulation kernel process-
ing independent HTTP requests from a queue storing 1000 requests implemented
using stl :: list (kernel is shown in Fig. 3), and a Compass checker (shown in Fig. 4
for MISRA Rule 5-0-18 [32]) applied on a ROSE source file (Cxx_Grammar.C) with
approximately 293K lines of code (LOC).
With the help of the semantics specification file, the ROSE parallelizer could suc-
cessfully parallelize all the test kernels using either primitive data types or com-
plex abstraction types. Both the OpenMP loop construct (omp for) and task construct
(omp task) could be introduced properly (as shown in Figs. 7, 8, 9, 10). The generated
OpenMP versions were further compiled using our own OpenMP translator, which
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Table 1 Sequential test kernels
Code Description Language Data structure Data size
Jacobi Stencil computation C 2-D array 500 × 500
2-norm Distance calculation C++ stl::vector 120 million
WebServer Web server simulation C++ stl::list 1K requests
Compass Static code analysis C++ User classes 293K LOC
Fig. 7 Parallelized Jacobi kernel
Fig. 8 Parallelized vector 2-norm distance calculation kernel
is a ROSE-based OpenMP 3.0 implementation targeting the GCC OpenMP runtime
library (GOMP) [1]. Internally, our OpenMP translator invokes the ROSE outliner
[19] to outline code portions to generate parallel tasks. GCC 4.4.1 was used as the
backend compiler with an optimization option -O3. We ran the experiments on a Dell
Precision T5400 workstation with two sockets, each a 3.16 GHz quad-core Intel Xeon
X5460 processor, and 8 GB memory.
Figure 11 gives the speedups of all the test kernels after domain-specific optimi-
zation (optional) and parallelization compared to their original sequential executions.
The results demonstrate that our semantic-aware parallelization algorithm is able to
capture the parallelization opportunities associated with both primitive data types and
high-level abstractions. In particular, the optimization of replacing the tree traversal
with a loop iteration for the Compass checker directly contributed to a performance
improvement of 35% of the single-thread execution compared to the original sequential
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Fig. 9 Parallelized web server simulation kernel
Fig. 10 Parallelized Compass checker
execution. Automatic parallelization helped most tests to achieve linear or near-linear
speedup, except for the 2-norm calculation. The critical section within the checker’s
parallel region made a linear speedup impossible when 7 and 8 threads were used.
This is also true for Jacobi in which a reduction operation exists. One possible reason
for the non-linear speedup of the 2-norm vector calculation is that its computation
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Fig. 11 Speedup of the example programs after parallelization
requirement is not large enough to scale up for more than 4 threads (It only took 0.3 s
to finish the execution when 4 threads were used). Performance degradation happened
when 5 or more threads were used. However, 120 million was already the biggest
vector size we could use without causing GCC to send the std::bad_alloc exception.
More dramatic performance improvements for the Compass checker can be obtained
if only the relevant memory pools are searched but this step is not yet automated in
our implementation.
6 Related Work
Automatic parallelization of sequential code using compilers and tools has been pur-
sued by researchers for several decades [9,18,35]. We only mention a few of paral-
lelizing compilers and tools for brevity. The Vienna Fortran compiler (VFC) [4] is a
source-to-source parallelization system for an optimized version of High Performance
Fortran. The Polaris compiler [6] is mainly used for improving loop-level automatic
parallelization. The SUIF compiler [33] was designed to be a parallelizing and optimiz-
ing compiler supporting multiple languages. Sophisticated interactive environments
have also been created to integrate user knowledge (e.g. SUIF Explorer [20], Polaris
[6] and Parawise [13]). However, to the best of our knowledge, current paralleliz-
ing compilers and tools largely focus on Fortran and/or C applications. Commercial
parallelizing compilers like the Intel C++/Fortran compiler [5] also use OpenMP
internally as a target for automatic parallelization. Our work in ROSE aims to comple-
ment existing work by providing a source-to-source, extensible parallelizing compiler
infrastructure targeting modern object-oriented applications using both standard and
user-defined high-level abstractions.
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Several papers in the literature present parallelization efforts for C++ Standard
Template Library (STL) or generic libraries. The Parallel Standard Template Library
(PSTL) [12] uses parallel iterators and provides some parallel containers and algo-
rithms. The Standard Template Adaptive Parallel Library (STAPL) [3] is a superset of
the C++ STL. It supports both automatic parallelization and user specified paralleliza-
tion policies with several major components for containers, algorithms, random access
range, data distribution, scheduling and execution. GCC 4.3’s runtime library (lib-
stdc++) provides an experimental parallel mode, which implements an OpenMP ver-
sion of many C++ standard library algorithms [31]. Kambadur et al. [14] proposes a set
of language extensions to better support C++ iterators and function objects in generic
libraries. However, all library-based parallelization methods require users to make sure
that their applications are parallelizable. Our work automatically ensures the safety of
parallelization based on semantics of high-level abstractions and compiler analyses.
Some previous research has explored code analyses and optimizations for high-
level abstractions. The Telescoping language project [7,15] was aimed to develop a
framework for automatically generating custom optimizing compilers for domain-
specific languages and libraries. ROSE, on the other hand, uses a more pragmatic
approach to allow average programmers to write customized analyses and optimiza-
tions for abstractions. Kulkarni et al. [17] explored the use of abstractions and seman-
tics, including un-ordered set, commutativity, inverse and so on for parallelization.
They focused on language and runtime support for optimistic parallelization while
we aim to extend the classic compiler-based parallelization. STLlint [11] performs
static checking for STL usage based on symbolic execution. Yi and Quinlan [34]
developed a set of sophisticated semantic annotations to enable conventional sequen-
tial loop optimizations on user-defined array classes. Quinlan et al. [23,25] presented
the parallelization opportunities solely using the high-level semantics of A++/P++
libraries and user-defined C++ containers without using dependence analysis. This
paper combines both standard and user-defined semantics with compiler analyses to
further broaden the applicable scenarios of automatic parallelization. We also consider
the new OpenMP 3.0 features and domain-specific optimizations.
7 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we have explored the impact of high-level abstractions on automatic
parallelization of C++ applications and designed a parallelization algorithm to take
advantage of the capability of the ROSE source-to-source compiler infrastructure
and the known semantics of both standard and user-defined abstractions. Though
only three representative cases have been examined, our approach is very generic so
that additional STL or user-defined semantics which are important to parallelization
can be discovered and incorporated into our implementation. Our work demonstrates
that semantic-aware parallelization is a very feasible and powerful approach to cap-
ture more parallelization opportunities than conventional parallelization methods for
multicore architectures. Our approach can also be seamlessly integrated with con-
ventional analysis-driven parallelization algorithms as a significant complement or
enhancement.
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In the future, we will apply our method on large-scale C++ applications to recognize
and classify more semantics which can be critical to parallelization. We are planning
to extend our work to support applications using more complex and dynamic control
flows such as pointer chasing and use more OpenMP construct types. Further work
also includes investigating the impact of polymorphism used in C++ applications,
exploring the interaction between the automatic parallelization and conventional loop
transformations, and leveraging semantics for better OpenMP optimizations as well
as correctness analyses.
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